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An extended Green’s function method is presented for a localized antiferromagnetic(AF) system with mixed
AF and ferromagnetic couplings, and single-ion anisotropy. Expressions are given for the Néel temperature, the
temperature-dependent magnetic order parameter(MOP), and the spin component along the preferred direction
of the single-ion anisotropy in the ground state forA-type AF LaMnO3. These predict the MOP found by
inelastic neutron scattering. Our theory exhibits a nontrivial internal consistency with four measured param-
eters, includingTN. Our theory also predicts a temperature-dependent spin energy gap that is different from the
Holstein-Primakoff theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The description of the magnetic properties of manganites
is a fundamental need for understanding colossal magnetore-
sistance(CMR).1 Here, we present a theoretical treatment of
a localized spin system that addresses two vital issues. First,
in CMR materials, most of thed electrons are localized on
Mn ions. Previously, we developed a quantum form Hamil-
tonian for the double exchange(DE) interaction and showed
that quantum localized spins appear in a linear form of the
scalar product in the Hamiltonian that can be treated in a way
similar to a pure Heisenberg magnet.2 Second, as De
Gennes3 pointed out, in hole-doped manganites the DE inter-
action will compete with antiferromagnetic superexchange
(SE). The latter can be written in a typical Heisenberg form.4

The usual solution of a Heisenberg magnet Hamiltonian is
the Holstein-Primakoff (HP) “spin-wave amplitudes”
theory,5 in which the localized spins are approximated by a
set of coordinates that describe the quantum state of the sys-
tem. In this method, the Hamiltonian of the system splits into
quadratic terms in the amplitudes plus higher-order terms.
The quadratic part gives a noninteracting spin-wave theory
and the other part represents the effects of interactions be-
tween spin waves within perturbation theory. This method
was also used by others.6 Dyson7 invented a rigorous theory
to deal with spin-wave interactions.

However, the above theories treat the statistics of a spin
system by a series expansion in powers ofT that is only valid
at low temperatures. Callen8 invented a Green’s function
theory for Heisenberg ferromagnets(FMs) that covers the
whole temperature range. In this Green’s function formalism,
the exact equation of motion involves higher-order Green’s
functions than the initial one, and this is shown to lead to a
chain of coupled equations for the higher-order Green’s
functions.9 Callen’s method approximates the contributions
of all higher-order Green’s functions by a coefficient that
multiplies the initial Green’s function: this is equivalent to
assuming all higher-order Green’s functions are proportional
to the initial Green’s function. For convenience of our dis-
cussion, the proportional coefficient is hereafter called
Callen’s decoupling parameter(CDP) (the CDP equals
kSzl /2S2 for FM) and the method is called Callen’s decou-

pling approximation (CDA). Anderson and Callen10 ex-
tended the CDA for a FM to a pure antiferromagnet(PAF) in
which all nearest-neighbor(NN) couplings are antiferromag-
netic. This extension is suitable for describing aG-type AF.11

Moreover, these authors used the same CDP as in the FM
case. Lee and Liu12 made a similar extension to a PAF with
a negative CDPs−kSzl /2S2d. Ghosh13 used a self-consistent
moment-conserving decoupling method to deal with the PAF
system that obtained a much higher Néel temperature than
the above two extensions.

However, the CMR materials display richer magnetic phe-
nomena in that their magnetic structures are not always PAF,
even for completely localized spins.11 Moreover, in AF ma-
terials, the exact ground state of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
is not known; therefore, the sign and value of its CDP is not
known either. It can be shown that both CDPs,kSzl /2S2 and
−kSzl /2S2, lead to higher Néel temperatures than recent ex-
perimental ones,14 even if deviations from PAF are consid-
ered(this will be discussed below).

The present paper extends the CDA to the case of antifer-
romagnetism with mixed couplings(AF and FM), a different
CDP, and includes single-ion anisotropy. A double-time
Green’s function8,9 solution for the AF system is obtained.
The results show that the sublattice spin component is pro-
portional to its corresponding magnetization or magnetic or-
der parameter(MOP). In addition, the Néel temperature of
an AF system can be expressed in an explicit form that con-
trasts with the HP theory, which uses series expansions. Ap-
plication of present model to LaMnO3 shows that the theory
describes the neutron scattering MOP data14 over the whole
temperature range up to the Néel temperature. Our theory
exhibits a nontrivial internal consistency with four measured
parameters, includingTN. A temperature-dependent spin en-
ergy gap is predicted that is different from the HP theory.

II. GREEN’S FUNCTION METHOD FOR LOCALIZED
ANTIFERROMAGNETISM

To describe the magnetic properties of AF materials with
the single-ion magnetic anisotropy, we start with the follow-
ing Hamiltonian:
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H = o
f,h

Jsf,hdSf ·Sh − Do f
Sfz

2 , s1d

whereJsf ,hd is the exchange constant between ions at sitesf
and h, and the second sum represents single-ion anisotropy
with a proportional coefficientD.0. It is assumed that the
Jsf ,hd may be either positive(AF coupling, with a subscript
“a” ) or negative(FM coupling, with a subscript “p” ), but the
ground state of the system is an antiferromagnetically
aligned state and can be described by a two-sublattice model.
Equation(1) implies that the magnetizations for the two sub-
lattices are in positive and negativez directions that are here-
after labeled “u” and “d” sublattices, respectively.

The above Hamiltonian[Eq. (1)] allows us to apply the
double-time Green’s function method8,9 to obtain the solu-
tion. The temperature-dependent retarded Green’s function
kkAstd ;Bll is defined by

kkAstd;Bll ; − iustdkfAstd,Bg±l ,

whereA andB are either Fermi or Bose operators and, cor-
respondingly, the commutator isfA,Bg±=AB±BA;

ustd = H1, t . 0

0, t , 0.
J

Single angular brackets denote an average with respect to the
canonical density matrix of the system at temperatureT. The
equation of motion ofkkAstd ;Bll in Fourier form is

EkkA;BllE =
1

2p
fA,Bg± + kkfAstd,Hg;BllE.

The correlation functionkBAstdl can be extracted from the
solution of the above equation through the relations

kBAstdl = lim
«→0

iE
−`

` kkA;Bll"v+i« − kkA;Bll"v+i«

exps"v/kBTd − 1
e−ivtdv,

s2d

kABstdl = lim
«→0

iE
−`

` kkA;Bll"v+i« − kkA;Bll"v+i«

exps"v/kBTd − 1

3exps"v/kBTde−ivtdv. s3d

In our calculation, we shall need two kinds of correlation
functions,kSfzstdShzstdl and kSf

+stdSh
−stdl, and we shall there-

fore study spin Green’s functionkkSf
+std ;ewShzSh

−st8dll, where
w is a parameter used for the thermodynamic average of the
z component of the sublattice spinkSzl following Callen’s
method.8 The equation of motion for the spin Green’s func-
tion is

EkkSf
+;ewShzSh

−llE =
1

2p
fS+,ewSzS−gd fh

+ kkfSf
+std,Hg ;ewShzSh

−llE. s4d

To conveniently describe the solutions of Eq.(1), we define
kSuzl andkSdzl to represent the thermodynamic average of the
z component of the sublattices “u” and “d,” respectively.
Correspondingly, the Green’s functions for two cases are de-
fined by

kkSf
+;ewShzSh

−lltE

= Ht = p, f andh are on the same sublattice

t = a, f andh are on opposite sublattices.

If the two sublattices are translationally invariant, we may
perform the spatial Fourier transform with respect to the re-
ciprocal sublattices for the Green’s functions

kkSf
+;ewShzSh

−lltE =5
2

N
o
k

Gpkeik·sf−hd, f andh are on the same sublattice

2

N
o
k

Gakeik·sf−hd, f andh are on opposite sublattices,

whereN is the number of magnetic atoms in the material and
f andh are the atom positionsR f andRh, with the number of
magnetic atoms in “u” and “d” sublattice beingN/2. To
transform Eq.(4) into a spatial Fourier form, we choose “h”
to be on the “u” sublattice. We use Callen’s decoupling
procedure8 kkSlzSf

+;ewShzSh
−llt →

fÞ1

kSlzlkkSf
+;ewShzSh

−ll

−alkSl
−Sf

+lkkSl
+;ewShzSh

−ll, whereal =kSlzl /2nS2 is a correction
to the Tyablikov decoupling9 with either a positive or nega-
tive sign andn=1 in Callen’s FM theory. However, in an
antiferromagnetic material, the exact ground state of the
Heisenberg Hamiltonian is not known. Therefore, the sign

and value of its Callen’s decoupling parameter is not known
either. We argue that if a material can be described by the
theory, its parameters derived by the theory must explain
independent experiments on the material. Therefore, in the
present case, we leaven to be a parameter that will be de-
termined by fitting experimental data. Including translational
invariance, the spatial Fourier transforms and the rearrange-
ments of terms yield

sE − BkdGpk =
Qswd
2p

+ AkGak , s5d
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sE + BkdGak = − AkGpk , s6d

whereQswd;kfS+;ewSzS−gl,

Bk = 2fkSzlJas0d − kSzlJps0dg

+ 2
kSlzl
2nS2

2

N
o
k8

fJpsk − k8dCpsk8dg + 2kSzlJpskd

− 2
kSlzl
2nS2

2

N
o
k8

fJpsk8dCpsk8d + Jask8dCask8dg + 2DkSzl ,

s7d

Ak = 2kSzlJaskd − 2
kSlzl
2nS2

2

N
o
k8

fJask − k8dCask8dg , s8d

Cpskd = Qs0dF Bk

2ÎBk
2 − Ak

2
coth

ÎBk
2 − Ak

2

2kBT
−

1

2G , s9d

Caskd = − Qs0d
Ak

2ÎBk
2 − Ak

2
coth

ÎBk
2 − Ak

2

2kBT
. s10d

The derivation of Eqs.(9) and (10) uses Eqs.(2)–(6) and
kSuzl=−kSdzl=kSzl. Following a standard procedure used by
Callen, we obtain

kSzl =
sS− Fds1 + Fd2S+1 + sS+ 1 +FdF2S+1

s1 + Fd2S+1 − F2S+1 , s11d

where

F =
2

N
o
k

Bk

2ÎBk
2 − Ak

2
coth

ÎBk
2 − Ak

2

2kBT
−

1

2
. s12d

From the definition ofQswd, it is easily shown thatQs0d
=2kSzl. Note that our derivation of the coupled equations is
not restricted to special crystal structure or limited to NN
exchange interactions.

III. APPLICATION TO THE DESCRIPTION
ON THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A MANGANITE

Recent inelastic neutron scattering experiments14 on
LaMnO3 offer an opportunity to check the validity of the
above theoretical model. To apply the theoretical model to
the material, we shall take into account its magnetic structure
and couplings. The experiments14 on LaMnO3 show that the
material is an orthorhombic crystal withA-type AF order and
magnetic moments alongb. The linear spin-wave spectrum
analysis reveals that two kinds of exchange interactions: FM
coupling in the basal planesa,bd and AF coupling alongc
together with NN interactions are needed to explain the dis-
persion curves in the experiments. Therefore, in our model
we shall use the same magnetic structure and coupling as
above, with thez direction alongb. Taking into account
these factors and the crystal symmetry, Eqs.(7) and (8) can
be transformed into

Bk = 2z2J2kSzlRa + 2z1J1kSzlRpf1 − gpskdg + 2DkSzl ,

s13d

Ak = 2z2J2kSzlRagaskd, s14d

where

z1 = 4, z2 = 2, gpskd ; 1
2scoskya + coskzbd,

gaskd ; coskxc,

Ra ; 1 +
kSzl
nS2

2

N
o
k8

gask8d
Ak8

2Ek8
coth

Ek8

2kBT
,

Rp ; 1 +
kSzl
nS2

2

N
o
k8

gpsk8dF Bk8

2Ek8
coth

Ek8

2kBT
−

1

2G ,

Ek = ÎBk
2 − Ak

2, s15d

whereJ1 andJ2 are NN exchange coupling constants in the
basal planesa,bd and alongc, respectively. Thus, Eqs.(13),
(14) plus (9)–(12) describe the material LaMnO3.

Having found the solution of the Hamiltonian(1) for
LaMnO3, we now discuss some features of the present theo-
retical description. First, we derive the parametersJ1, J2, and
D in the spin-wave energies spectrum. If we compare Eqs.
(13)–(15) with the corresponding results derived from HP’s
linear spin-wave theory,14 we find that our spin-wave spec-
trum is renormalized by temperature-dependent coefficients.
The parametersJ1

* =0.83 meV, J2
* =0.58 meV, and D*

=0.165 meV derived at 20 K in the experiments14 are
equivalent toskSzl /SdRpJ1, skSzl /SdRaJ2, and skSzl /SdD at
the same temperature in our model. These will be used to
deduce parametersJ1, J2, andD in our model.

Next, we show the consistency for our model to describe
the experiments. We follow Callen’s method and do the ex-
pansion analysis for Eqs.(11), (12), Rp, and Ra when the
temperature approaches the Néel temperatureTN from below,
and find the expression forTN. This procedure leads to

kBTN

J2
=

2z2sS+ 1d
9nFa

2s1d
f3nSFas1d + sS+ 1dFas2dg , s16d

where

Fas1d

;
2

N
o
k

1 +
z1J1RpN

z2J2RaN

f1 − gpskdg +
D

z2J2RaN

H1 +
z1J1RpN

z2J2RaN

f1 − gpskdg +
D

z2J2RaN

J2

− ga
2skd

,

Fas2d

;
2

N
o
k

ga
2skd

H1 +
z1J1RpN

z2J2RaN

f1 − gpskdg +
D

z2J2RaN

J2

− ga
2skd

,
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Fas3d

;
2

N
o
k

gpskdH1 +
z1J1RpN

z2J2RaN

f1 − gpskdg +
D

z2J2RaN

J
H1 +

z1J1RpN

z2J2RaN

f1 − gpskdg +
D

z2J2RaN

J2

− ga
2skd

,

RaN ; Ra uT=TN
=

3nSFas1d + sS+ 1dFas2d
3nSFas1d

,

RpN ; Rp uT=TN
=

3nSFas1d + sS+ 1dFas3d
3nSFas1d

.

Using Eq.(16), the experimental parametersJ1
* , J2

* , andD* , a
Gaussian quadrature approximation16 for the sums over
k, andTN=139.5 K from the experiment, we obtain param-
eters J1=0.85 meV, J2=0.63 meV, D=0.167 meV, and
n=−0.707. Thus, the parametersJ1, J2, and D from our
model are slightly modified from the experimental ones, but
n differs significantly from the FM case of Callensn=1d.
What is important to emphasize here is the nontrivial internal
consistency of the theory with the four experimental param-
eters,J1, J2, D, andTN.

It is noteworthy that if we use the same CDP as in
Ref. 10 or Ref. 12,TN would be 179.7 K(or 146.4 K).
Next, we show the further consistency of this theory by
using the above parameters to calculate the temperature-
dependent MOP. In our calculation, the sublattice magneti-
zation is Mz=gmBkSzl, where g is Lande g-factor and
mB is the Bohr magnetron. The temperature dependence of
Mz (thus MOP) can be calculated by using Eqs.(11) and
(12). Figure 1 shows the comparison of the square
MOP~Mz

2 from the present theory with experiment.14 It
can be seen that the theoretical curve agrees with the experi-
mental one when the temperature approachesTN and
our theoretical critical exponentb=0.47. There is a discrep-
ancy between theory and the experimental value of
b=0.28. AdjustingD could improve this, however, which
would change the spin energy gap(see below) and contradict
the inelastic neutron scattering data. Note that the parameter
D has a clear sample dependence,15 so that high quality
single crystals are needed for a quantitative comparison.
Unfortunately, the experimental sample is a twinned single
crystal and the fit of dispersion curves is less than perfect.

Furthermore, due to the magnetic anisotropy[Eq. (1)], a
spin energy gapE0;Ekuk→0=2kSzlÎDsD+z2J2Rad is pre-
dicted from Eqs.(13)–(15). This is a temperature-dependent
gap that is different from the simple HP theory with a
temperature-independent gap.

Finally, we show that the sublatticez componentkSz0l of
the spin per Mn ion in LaMnO3 at ground statesT=0 Kd can
be directly derived. This can be done by using the limit
limx→0 cothsy/xd=1sy.0d, and thus we obtain

kSz0l =
sS− F0ds1 + F0d2S+1 + sS+ 1 +F0dF0

2S+1

s1 + F0d2S+1 − F0
2S+1 , s17d

where the subscript “0” represents the value of a quantity
corresponding toT=0 K,

F0 =
2

N
o
k

Bk0

2Ek0
−

1

2
, Ek0 ; EkuT=0 = ÎBk0

2 − Ak0
2 ,

Bk0 ; BkuT=0 = 2z2J2kSz0lRa0 + 2z1J1kSz0lRp0f1 −guskdg
+ 2DkSz0l,

Ak0 = 2z2J2kSz0lRa0gaskd,

Ra0 ; RauT=0 = 1 +
kSz0l
nS2

2

N
o
k8

gask8d
Ak80

2Ek80
,

and

Rp0 ; RpuT=0 = 1 +
kSz0l
nS2

2

N
o
k8

gpsk8dF Bk80

2Ek80
−

1

2G.

These results are straightforward from the definitions ofRp
andRa. We observe thatkSz0l is a function of the parameters
J1, J2, and D. Using the values of these parameters for
LaMnO3, we getkSz0l=1.985. This value is close to that of a
completely aligned antiparallel stateskSz0l=2d, which is ex-
pected for Mn3+. However, the ground state of the three-
dimensional Heisenberg Hamiltonian mixes in other spin
configurations to reducekSz0l. Our result implies negligible
mixing, or that the Heisenberg Hamiltonian is inappropriate.
If we extend Bethe’s method17 beyond the one-dimensional
chain, we need a strongly anisotropicD (essentially infinite),
so that only the eigenvaluesS and −S are possible. As a
matter of fact, we can obtainkSz0l→2 whenD→` in our
calculation, but this predicts an infinite spin energy gap and
again contradicts the inelastic neutron scattering data. How-

FIG. 1. The comparison of square order parameters(SOP) for
LaMnO3 between the calculation and the experiments(see Ref. 14),
where the calculated SOP is renormalized with respect to the value
at T=14 K, as used in the experiments.
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ever, the present case offers a direct way to estimatekSz0l for
a system with AF and FM mixed couplings, and it agrees
with the value of kSz0l=1.935 that was deduced from
Rietveld refinement of neutron scattering data atT=1.4 K18

by settingg,2.0.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARK

We have extended Callen’s Green’s function method to a
localized AF with mixed couplings(AF and FM), and in-
cluded the existence of single-ion anisotropy. This theory is
consistent with four experimental parameters, including the
Néel temperature, the temperature dependence of MOP, and
the spin component along the preferred direction of the

single-ion anisotropy at the ground state for LaMnO3. Thus,
it describes the inelastic neutron scattering data of the mate-
rial very well. Our theory exhibits a nontrivial internal con-
sistency with four measured parameters, includingTN. It also
predicts a temperature-dependent spin energy gap that is dif-
ferent from the simple HP theory.
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